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The expertise and understanding
of baby need
The arrival of a baby turns the life of a family upside down. Everything
changes, everything is new, everything orbits around a single point. It is
a situation, in which parents have neither the time nor the intention to take
any risks. They need somebody whom they can rely upon with the same
level of trust as their little one is placing in them. They need a perfectly
prepared expert, who knows what a baby needs, somebody for whom
the safety of your baby is just as important as for you BAYBY is just such
an expert.
Our credo is top-notch quality, absolute safety and qualified testing of all
products at a TÜV laboratory and the National Institute of Public Health.
Our philosophy is to become your family‘s silent helper. To always be
on hand and to have ready everything that the baby needs – not only for
its arrival but also during the critically important period at the start of its
development. Put simply, BAYBY grows together with your child. And what
are our ambitions? To deserve your trust and to become a favourite part
of your and your child‘s life.
To achieve this goal, we want to be – and we indeed are – unique in many
things. Our products are not only absolutely safe and non-toxic (free of
Bisphenol A and all other toxic substances) but also beautiful. Their design
is original, positive, joyful and child-friendly, as well as easy to use with often
completely intuitive controls, providing parents with a great level of comfort.
You will enjoy using our products – they are simply different, original and
in many cases serve multiple purposes. Baby bottle warmers can also be
used for sterilisation or cooking baby food. Sterilisers eliminate bacteria,
whilst also performing a drying function. Breast pumps are two phase, high
performance, user friendly products... And our uniqueness is also embodied
in something else – we put just as much love into our work as you put into
caring for your child.
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Manual Breast Pumps

BBP 1000
Two-Phase Manual
Breast Pump

| 2-phase: stimulation phase and expression phase | The silicone
massage pad reduces painful breastfeeding | Ergonomic design for
greater comfort and ease of use | Supports continuous milk flow
| Powerful suction | Bottle adapter | Bottle cover | BPA FREE
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Electric Breast Pumps
BBP 1010

BBP 1020

Two-Phase Electric
Breast Pump

Two-Phase Electric
Double Breast Pump

| 2-phase: adjustable stimulation phase and expression phase
| 9 vacuum intensities for stimulation and 9 for expression | Silicone
breast massaging pad 3-in-1 (massage, compression and expression)
| Air and milk separation | Microchip-controlled LCD screen | Portable
design - 4x AA-type batteries | Bottle adapter | Quiet operation
| BPA FREE

| Option to set expression from one or both breasts
| 2-phase: stimulation phase and expression phase
| 9 vacuum intensities | LCD display | Prevention of reverse
milk flow | The special breast pad massages the breast
| BPA FREE
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Multifunctional Milk Warmer

BBW 2000
Multifunctional Baby
Bottle Warmer 3 in 1

| Baby bottle warmer - easy to use for quickly heating up milk or water
| Food warmer - heats up baby food within a few minutes | Sterilization
of feeding accessories such as baby bottle nipples, teats or other baby
feeding accessories | BPA FREE
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BBW 2010
Baby Bottle and Food Warmer
Car & Home

| Baby bottle warmer suitable for all bottle types | Heats up baby
food | Ideal for both home use as well as in the car when travelling
| Heats up baby food quickly and evenly within a few minutes
| Automatic shut off at the end of the heating cycle | BPA FREE

BBW 2020
Multifunctional Baby Bottle
Warmer 4 in 1

| Baby bottle warmer - easy to use for quickly heating up milk or
water | Food warmer - heats up baby food within a few minutes
| Food steamer - you can use the steam cooking function to cook
meals | Sterilize bottle or its accessories - sterilize baby bottle as
well as accessories such as baby bottle nipples, lids and other
parts of the baby bottle | BPA FREE
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Microwave Steam Sterilizers

BBS 3000
Microwave Steam Sterilizer

| Sterilize 6 feeding bottles or 4 bottles plus accessories
| Fast sterilization within 5 minutes | Cool 2 minutes after
disinfection | BPA FREE
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Electric Sterilizers

BBS 3030
Digital Steam
Sterilizer with Dryer

BBS 3010
Electric Steam
Sterilizer

| Large capacity - sterilizes 6 bottles at once within 9 minutes
| Can sterilize 4 baby bottles with accessories | Single button control
| Automatic shut off | The stainless steel heating plate eliminates the
formation of limescale | BPA FREE

| Large-capacity sterilizer - sterilizes 6 baby bottles of all types
incl. accessories at once | Drying function | Adjustable operating
mode: Automatic / Sterilization / Drying | Microchip-controlled
Digital LCD display | Audio signalling | Automatic shut off
| The bottle and accessory stand can also be used as a separate
drying rack | BPA FREE
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BBS 6000
Breast Milk
Storage Bags 30 pcs

BBA 6409
Milk Powder Container

| 30 pcs | 350 ml | Durable LDPE material | Double safety lock
| Do not leak | Can be connected directly to a breast pump
| Horizontal and vertical storage | BPA FREE
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| Practical milk powder dispenser | Narrow neck for convenient
pouring of dried milk into a bottle | 3 stackable parts that can be
separated and only one or two measures can then be taken along
| BPA FREE
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BDR 5000
Baby Bottle Drying Rack

| This drying rack for baby bottles and accessories can be used to dry up to
12 baby bottles, 6 bottle nipples/lids and 4 spoons at once | Also suitable for
drying other baby feeding accessories such as cups, baby food containers,
cutlery, etc. | Easy to fold up and store | Simple and comfortable use both
at home and when travelling | The drying rack can also be washed in a
dishwasher
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Feeding Bottles 0 m+

BFB 6100

BFB 6101

BFB 6102

BFB 6103

Wide neck
PP feeding bottle
120 ml 0 m+

Wide neck
PP feeding bottle
120 ml 0 m+

Wide neck
PP feeding bottle
250 ml 0 m+

Wide neck
PP feeding bottle
250 ml 0 m+

Feeding Bottles 6 m+

BFB 6104

BFB 6105

BFB 6106

BFB 6107

Wide neck PP feeding
bottle with handle
150 ml 6 m+

Wide neck PP feeding
bottle with handle
150 ml 6 m+

Wide neck PP feeding
bottle with handle
240 ml 6 m+

Wide neck PP feeding
bottle with handle
240 ml 6 m+
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Dummy Case

Silicone Nipple

BBA 6406

BBA 6407

BBA 6408

BBA 6400

BBA 6401

Silicone nipple
2 pcs 0 m+

Silicone nipple
2 pcs 3 m+

Silicone nipple
2 pcs 6 m+

Dummy case

Dummy case
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BBA 6404

BBA 6405

Bottle and nipple
brush

Bottle and nipple
brush
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Dummies 0 m+

BPC 6300

BPC 6301

BPC 6302

BPC 6303

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
0 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
0 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
0 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
0 m+

Dummies 3 m+

BPC 6304

BPC 6305

BPC 6306

BPC 6307

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
3 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
3 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
3 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
3 m+
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Dummies 6 m+
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BPC 6308

BPC 6309

BPC 6310

BPC 6311

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
6 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
6 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
6 m+

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover
6 m+

BPC 6312

BPC 6313

BPC 6314

BPC 6315

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover 6 m+
| with click holder

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover 6 m+
| with click holder

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover 6 m+
| with click holder

Orthodontic silicone
dummy with cover 6 m+
| with click holder
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Gift Set 0 m+

BGS 6200
Gift set 0 m+

| The gift set is suitable for newborns from 0 m+ and includes:

1x Anti-colic plastic feeding bottle 120 ml - plastic + silicone nipple,

| 1x Anti-colic feeding bottle 250 ml - plastic + silicone nipple
| 1x Orthodontic silicone dummy | 1x Bottle cleaning brush
| 1x Nipple cleaning brush | 1x Milk powder container | BPA FREE
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BGS 6201
Gift set 0 m+

| The gift set is suitable for newborns from 0 m+ and includes:

1x Anti-colic plastic feeding bottle 120 ml - plastic + silicone nipple,

| 1x Anti-colic feeding bottle 250 ml - plastic+ silicone nipple
| 1x Orthodontic silicone dummy | 1x Bottle cleaning brush
| 1x Nipple cleaning brush | 1x Milk powder container | BPA FREE
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Gift set 6 m+
BGS 6202
Gift set 6 m+

| The gift set is suitable for babies from 6 m+ and includes:

1x Anti-colic feeding bottle with handles 150 ml - plastic + silicone
nipple | 1x Anti-colic feeding bottle with handles 240 ml - plastic
+ silicone nipple | 1x Orthodontic silicone dummy | 1x Bottle cleaning
brush | 1x Nipple cleaning brush | 1x Milk powder container
| BPA FREE
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BGS 6203
Gift set 6 m+

| The gift set is suitable for babies from 6 m+ and includes:

1x Anti-colic feeding bottle with handles 150 ml - plastic + silicone
nipple | 1x Anti-colic feeding bottle with handles 240 ml - plastic
+ silicone nipple | 1x Orthodontic silicone dummy | 1x Bottle cleaning
brush | 1x Nipple cleaning brush | 1x Milk powder container
| BPA FREE
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Audio Baby Monitors
BBM 7000

BBM 7010

Digital Audio
Baby Monitor

Digital Audio Baby
Monitor with LCD Display

| One-way communication | DECT digital wireless technology for
outstanding sound quality | Transmission frequency 1.8 GHz
| 120-channel automatic digital transmission | Data encryption for
security | Visual monitoring of interference level - LED display
| Acoustic signalling of signal loss | ECO MODE - energy efficient
transmission | 5 volume levels | Range up to 300 m
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| One-way communication | DECT digital wireless technology for
outstanding sound quality | Transmission frequency 1.8 GHz
| 120-channel automatic digital transmission | Data encryption for
security | Backlit LCD display | Acoustic signalling of signal loss
| ECO MODE - energy efficient transmission | Measurement of air
temperature near the child | 5 volume levels | Range up to 300 m

Video Baby Monitor
BBM 7020
Digital Video
Baby Monitor

| 2-way communication | 2.4 Ghz Wireless technology | 2.4“ LCD
color screen | Automatic infrared night vision | High sensitivity
microphone | VOX function (on / off) | Camera adjustable for various
viewing angle | Volume, brightness control | Belt clip and stand for
the monitor | Low battery alarm | Out of range alarm | 8 Lullabies
| Baby room temperature detection | Range up to 250 m

BBM 7030
Digital Video Baby Monitor
Car & Home

| One way communication | 2.4Ghz wireless digital technology
| 3,5“ LCD color display | Volume adjustment | Easy to control
| With a suckers to fix the positions | The camera provides wide
angle viewing | Range up to 250 m
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Video chůvičky
Ultrasonic Air Humidifiers

BBH 8000

BBH 8010

Ultrasonic
Air Humidifier

Ultrasonic Aroma
Air Humidifier

| 3.7-liter water tank | Runs up to 12 hours | Suitable for rooms up to
25 m² | Adjustable humidification output | Humidity output 300 ml/h
| Shuts off automatically when water tank empties | LED water level
indicator
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| Aroma function, 2.3-liter water tank | Runs up to 7.5 hours
| Suitable for rooms up to 25 m² | Adjustable humidification output
| Humidity output 300 ml/h | Shuts off automatically when water
tank empties | LED water level indicator
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FAST ČR, a. s., Černokostelecká 1621
251 01 Říčany, Czech Republic
info@bayby.cz, www.bayby.eu

